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Avant Design 3D Après

Layout area
The price of the design plan with 3D modeling is based on a maximum surface area of 400 square feet, 
including stairs. If the layout exceeds this area, a fixed fee of $1.50 per additional square foot will be 
added to the $1295.00 + taxes.

Steps
Prepare for the meeting by providing us with the necessary documentation by e-mail. A list will be sent to you.

Request measurements that cannot be obtained from the certificate of location (provided in step 1).

Modeling of house and backyard for future patio layout.

Telephone/videoconference or meeting in person at our showroom to discuss your project (approx. 2 hours)

Exchange of e-mails or additional phone calls if necessary for further information.

Design of complete layout plan*

Presentation of the project (in showroom or online) and handover of the paper document during the presentation 

(approx. 1 hour).

After the presentation, the customer is entitled to 2 throws of minor corrections to the plan.  Minor corrections are: 

a change of color (floor, railings, columns, shutters, shingles or stain), a change of railing model or a change of 

privacy wall/paravent model. Any other correction that applies to a change of dimensions, layout of elements or 

change of concept is a priced change and will be billed at the hourly rate of $75.00/hour according to the 

customer's request.

Provide a quotation for the work to be carried out in relation to the layout plan (if the customer decides to proceed 

with a construction mandate carried out by PurPatio.ca).

*Please refer to the following page for the complete layout plan.



Steps in designing a complete layout

Development of the layout concept

Technical validation

Design completion

Production of the development plan presentation document

Quote production of development plan (if applicable)

Project presentation to customer (in showroom or online)

What does the complete layout plan contain?
Several different perspectives (between 10 and 15, depending on your layout)
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Elevations

Plan view

What does the complete layout plan contain?



Terms of payment

Payment for the mandate is made in 2 instalments: 1st instalment following acceptance of the service offer and 
2nd instalment after the first meeting

Cancellation of mandate

· If the customer wishes to terminate this contract, he agrees to pay PurPatio.ca an amount proportional to the steps 
completed by PurPatio.ca.
· If for any major reason PurPatio.ca has to abandon the project, the customer will automatically pay PurPatio.ca 

Intellectual property

· The plans remain the exclusive property of PurPatio.ca. PurPatio.ca reserves the right to use for other designs, in 
whole or in part, some of the elements that may be part of the layout plan approved by the above-mentioned 
customer

· Photographs taken during the creation of the landscaping plan that is the subject of this service offer are the 
property of PurPatio.ca. PurPatio.ca reserves the right to use these photos for advertising purposes or for any other 
type of promotional activity.

Responsibilities
· The customer agrees to pay the cost of designing the plans, even if the project is not carried out by PurPatio.ca.
- Any additions to the specifications or non-standard conditions not related to PurPatio.ca's responsibility may 
result in additional costs.

Documentation to be provided

The customer must provide PurPatio.ca with the following information by e-mail prior to the first meeting:
- Completed preparatory list
- Inspirational photos for your project (if available)
- Certificate of location (if available)


